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This paper extends the analysis of an isolated conical singularity in 
[BS2] to singular strata of arbitrary dimension. It gives an expansion of 
tr(d + A)-“, A-+ +03, 
in descending power of I, for suitably large m. The coefficients are given by 
integrals of the usual densities associated with the Laplacian at nonsingular 
points, suitably regularized at the singular stratum, plus singular terms 
given as integrals over the singular stratum. 
A concrete example of the situation treated is a “wedge” WC M” in a 
Riemannian manifold M. The boundary of W is smooth except along a 
singular stratum C parametrized by SE UP-‘. Near C, ~3 W=Z, u Z,, with 
C, and C2 intersecting transversally in C. In a plane section perpendicular 
to Z at a point S, C, and Z2 meet at an angle CL(S) > 0, measured inside W. 
Introduce coordinates (x1, x2, S) in a neighborhood of C, where 
SE Fr2 is a coordinate on C, 
c?/~x~IZ,, andZ,-(x,=O,x,>O}, 
,X2 - {xl = r sin U(S), x2 = r cos U(S), r 2 0}, 
along 2, (a/ax,, a/ax,) = 6,. 
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Then introduce polar coordinates in W, 
x,=rsin0, x2 = r cos 0, 0 < 8 d a(s). 
Since the vector field a/a0 is zero when r = 0, the Laplacian takes the form 
A=(-l+O(r))az-(r-‘+O(l))i?-(r 2+O(r~~‘))a~ 
+ A,(r, 0) + O(r -‘)iYe + 0( 1 )a,a, + 0(+3,a, 
+0uw4+ou)a,, 
acting in L’(u), where u is the appropriate volume element. Here A,(r, 0) 
is a Laplacian in the s variables, depending on parameters r and 13. We 
transform A to an operator in L2(dr dtI v, ds), where in (r, 19, s) coordinates, 
the volume element is u = ru, + O(r’) with v, the volume element on ,JC. So 
the change of variable 
ii = (o,/u)“2z4 
gives a new operator, which we write as leading terms at r = 0 plus remain- 
der: 
6= -af-r-2(a;+~)+d,(0) 
+ o(r)a, + O(r)d, 
+ O(r-')a: + O(r-')a, + O(r)df 
+ o(i )a,a, + O(r)a,d, + o(i)a,a, 
+ o(l)a,+ O(l)a,+ o(r-I). (1) 
(Here A,(O) = A,(O, 0) is just the Laplacian on the singular stratum 2, 
and is independent of 6.) The three leading terms correspond to the 
normal operator in Melrose’s study of degenerate problems [MP]. We 
make a change of variable 8 = cr(s)cp with 0 ,< cp < 1, and write the normal 
operator as 
--a: + r-‘A(s) + A,(O), (0.2) 
where A(s) = -cc-2(s)ai - l/4 on 0 < cp G 1, with suitable boundary 
conditions at cp = 0 and cp = 1. For the Dirichlet problem, they are 
u(r, 0) = u(r, 1) =O; for the Zaremba problem [Z], u(r, 0) = 0 and 
uP(r, 1) =O. In the latter problem, the difference in the two boundary 
conditions (Dirichlet on C,, Neumann on .X2) gives the effect of a conical 
singularity along C even when 8 W is smooth, and CL(S) = 7t. The Fredholm 
properties of this problem have been studied by S. Simanca [Si]. 
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This problem can be treated locally in r and s, but near r = 0 it must be 
treated globally in q; for the eigenvalues of A(s) determine the singularities 
that occur as r + 0 + . 
Melrose’s program (which applies to many problems other than the 
conic ones treated here) is to first construct a uniform interior parametrix, 
inverting modulo functions which are C” in the interior but singular on 
the boundary, and then to invert the normal operator to get a parametrix 
with the proper boundary behavior. We stay closer to the pre-rl/do 
approach to elliptic problems. Thinking of the given operator as a pertur- 
bation of the normal operator, we begin by inverting the latter, thus 
reversing the steps in Melrose’s program. If the coefficients of A are suitably 
modified outside a small neighborhood of the singular stratum C, then the 
inverse of the normal operator provides the first term in a convergent 
Neumann series. This gives a parametrix near C, which is patched together 
with a classical $do parametrix in the interior to give a global parametrix. 
In [BS2] we carried this out for the case where C is of dimension 0, and 
the operator has the form 
iI= -8; + rp*A(r), (0.3) 
with normal operator -8: + r-*A(O), A(0) z - l/4. If a denotes an eigen- 
value of A(O), and v := (a+ l/4)“*, then the resolvent of the normal 
operator -a: + r-*,4(0) is the direct sum of symmetric operators with 
kernels 
(rF)“‘Z,(r JSi)K,(F&), r < F, (0.4) 
where I, and K, are Bessel functions. (When there are eigenvalues a < 314 
then the operator is not essentially self-adjoin& and a domain must be 
specified. The resolvent in (0.4) is for the Friedrichs extension from smooth 
functions vanishing near r = 0, which in this case gives the domain with the 
highest possible order of vanishing at r = 0.) Denoting by Go(n) the direct 
sum of the operators with kernels (0.4), we obtained the resolvent of (0.3) 
near r = 0 as a sum G,, C,” Rj. This was patched together with an interior 
resolvent to yield the expansion of tr(A + A)-“. 
In the present paper we consider a formally self-adjoint elliptic operator 
A on a manifold W, of second order, with scalar principal symbol, with 
conic singularities along a compact submanifold ,E c W, a,Z = 0. Near any 
point of L’, A is to be represented in the form suggested by (0.1) and (0.2) 
above: 
A= -df+A,+r-*A(s)+R, (0.5) 
where A, is elliptic on C with scalar principal symbol; A is a smooth family 
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of elliptic operators on sections of a bundle E over a compact manifold A’, 
perhaps with boundary, with A(s) b -l/4; and the remainder R is a sum 
of smooth terms of the form 
o(rPs,as,~ O(r-‘)CNO) + 1 I, OWf, 
(0.6) 
owras,3 o(i)a,[~(o)+i]? o(l)a,[A(o) + 1]112. 
Here a, denotes a partial derivative with respect o local coordinates on C, 
defined in some C’c C, and O(ri) means ri times a smooth family of 
bounded operators on L2(N, E). The A in (0.5) is an unbounded operator 
on a space which can be represented locally as 
L2(C’)@L2((0, E), dr)@L2(N, E). 
The remainder terms in (0.6) are precisely those that tend to zero in an 
appropriate sense when A is resealed in the (r, s) variables; see (5.14) and 
(6.9) below. 
In local coordinates on C’, denote the principal symbol of A, by [a(, 
where CJ is the variable dual to s. Our first approximation to the resolvent 
of (0.5) is a *do on C’ given in local coordinates by 
%,,u(s) := Op(G,)u(s) := (27rPk jRk e’<“~“)G,(lal~ + A)fi(a) da, (0.7) 
where k = dim .?Y, and 
u E C,“(@, L2(R + , L2(N E))), 
and G,(lalz+A)=(-a,2+ Icrl,2+rp2A(s)+l)p’. W3) 
(The inverse in (0.8) is taken as the resolvent of the Friedrichs extension 
of - af + rp2A(s), for fixed s.) Thus we are led to consider operators of the 
form (0.7), (0.8), where A(s) is now a family of unbounded operators on 
a Hilbert space H (H= L2(N, E) in our example above), with common 
domain, satisfying 
A(s) 2 - l/4, (0.9) 
A(s)(A(O) + 1)-i is a smooth family of bounded operators (0.10) 
and, to guarantee that Go is smooth in s, 
A(s) + l/4 has a smooth square root v(s) 3 0; (0.11) 
i.e., v(s)(A(O) + 1))112 is a smooth bounded family. To produce trace class 
estimates, we assume that 
(A(0) + 1))’ is in some Schatten class C,, p<co. (0.12) 
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We use the square root v(s) to write the kernel of G, in the form (0.4) 
where the order v of the Bessel functions is now an operator family, in a 
sense made precise below. Thus we treat only the simplest realization of A. 
When A arises as a product D*D of first order operators, an alternate 
construction allows the treatment of rather general realizations of D. This 
will be developed elsewhere. 
After modifying the coefftcients of d outside some neighborhood of 
{(r, s) = (0, 0)}, we show [Sect. 31 that 
(A+1)30=Z-W 
with 9 small so that, suitably interpreted, 
Then, by studying trace class properties of $9;; for suitable m [Sect. 41, we 
represent 
tr cp(A + A)+‘, cPEGlT+) 
as an integral 
which can be analyzed by the Singular Asymptotics Lemma of [BSl 1. 
Theorem 5.2 demonstrates the existence of an expansion in powers of il and 
log 1, and Section 6 discusses the nature of the coefficients, which are 
regularized divergent integrals over the nonsingular part of W plus 
integrals of certain nonlocal invariants over Z. 
This work follows the main outline of [BS2]; but some of the arguments 
have been modified, of necessity, and so we do not suppose prior 
knowledge of that paper, except for several crucial self-contained lemmas 
which we quote here. 
1. SPLITTING THE SPECTRUM 
The leading term in our parametrix is a @do with operator symbol 
(-iTaf+rp2A(s)+z2)-l, 
where z2 = Ialf + 1 and the inverse refers to the Friedrichs extension. We 
assume that A(s) b - l/4, and that A(s) + l/4 has a smooth positive square 
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root. Moreover, since A(s) is, typically, a second order elliptic operator on 
a compact manifold N, it has an eigenvalue xpansion; but the eigenvalues 
may coalesce and bifurcate as s varies. Nevertheless, locally near any par- 
ticular s, we may split A(s) into a “high eigenvalue” and a “low eigenvalue” 
part: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A, > - 1 be a family of self-adjoint operators on a 
Hilbert space H, with A,Y(A, + 1))’ smooth. (Thus the A, have a common 
domain.) Let Cc @ be compact, with smooth boundary LX disjoint from 
spec A,, for all s near 0. Then for s sufficiently small, there is a smooth 
family of unitary operators US such that for the family A”, := U, A,, LJT, the 
spectral projection for spec d, n C is independent of s. 
Proof (A,Y-A))‘=(A,+ 1))’ [(A,-n)(A,+ l)-‘lP’ is smooth in 
(2, s) for 2 $ spec A,. So the orthogonal projections 
form a smooth family. Set Pf = I-P, and N, = P,(H), the range of P,. 
The operator 
Q,:=P,P,+P;P; 
is invertible for s = 0, hence for s near 0; and 
Q: Q, = P, P, P, + P$ P,I P$ 
maps N, to N, and N$ to N$, so 
Us := QAQ:Q,)-“’ 
maps N, to No and N: to Nt. Also 
so USA, U,* has the properties claimed in the lemma. 1 
In view of this “Splitting Lemma,” locally, we can write A(s) = 
U(s)* A”(s)U(s) where the unitary family U(s) has locally bounded 
derivatives of all orders, and a(s) has a constant spectral projection. Then 
a(s) =: A”,(s) + A”<(s) with the “high eigenvalue part” 2, (s) and the “low 
eigenvalue part” A<(s) each acting in a fixed Hilbert space. Thus A”<(s) is 
represented by a matrix, and by assumption (0.1 l), A,(s) + l/4 has a 
smooth matrix square root v < (s) 2 0. We analyze the resolvent 
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of the Friedrichs extension of -8: + r-*A”, , as in [BS2], by representing 
it as an integral operator with kernel 
(rY)l’*z,(rz)K,(rz), r < f, 
where v is short for v,(s). The “matrix” Bessel functions I, and K, are 
defined and analyzed as follows. 
2. ESTIMATES FOR MATRIX BESSEL KERNELS 
Let v be a self-adjoint C” matrix function of parameter sE R“. Define the 
matrix functions 
t”-le-’ dt, v > 0: 
Z”(Z) = 
(z/2)” l 
T(v + 1/2)Z( l/2) s 
e-“( 1 - t*)“- 112 dt, 
-1 
v> -l/2, largzl <n/2, 
K”(Z) = w4’~’ r(ve;;i2) j 
cc& 
e-‘t”- I”( 1 + t/22)“- ‘I2 dt, 
0 
v> -l/2, p-n<argz</?+71, IpI <n/2. 
Extend these definitions by the standard recursions 
~“~~~=~~~+~~~~1~“+,~~~+~“+2~~~, 
K,(z)= -av+ l)z-1~“+l(z)+~“+2(z), 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
where 1 and 2 in the subscripts denote the diagonal matrices Z and 21. We 
also need the derivative formulas 
dZ ~=“+l(‘)+~L(‘)’ 
dKv 
x= -K”+l(4+~z”(z). 
(2Sa 
(2.5b ) 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Z, and K” solve z2y”(z) + zy’(z) - (z* + v’) y(z) = 0,for 
each s. 
(b) K” = K-” = (rr/2)(sin XV))’ (I_, - I,), if sin rrv is nonsingular. 
580/95/2-3 
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(c) As z--, co, largzj <n/2-~, 
K,,(z) - (7c/2)1;2ep’(zp’i2 + O(z 3’2)) 
Z,(z) - (27~) “‘ei(zm “2 + O(z 312)). 
These expansions can be differentiated in s and z, and the resulting constants 
implied in O(zp312) are locally bounded in s. 
(d) For IzI d l/2, largzl ~742, adv<b, 
Ilw~~“(z)ll d Ca,b,k,,, IZIU-k Uog’“’ zl. 
The constant can be chosen uniformly in compact subsets of the parameter 
space Rk. 
(e) For IzI 6 l/2, [argzl ~742, -a<vda with a>O, 
lia,a~:K,(z)ll G Cu,h,k,v Izi po-k ilod”’ zi. 
The constant can be chosen uniformly in compact subsets of the parameter 
space (Wk. 
Proof: (a) For fixed s, v(s) can be diagonalized, and then (2.1 k(2.3) 
decompose into a direct sum of standard integral representations of the 
Bessel functions solving the differential equation in (a); see [W, p. 172 (2), 
p. 168 (3), and p. 78 (S)]. 
(b) Again, diagonalize and use standard Bessel formulas. 
(c) For K, with v > -l/2, we use the expansion of (2.3) given in 
cm as follows. Take larg z] < 7r/2 - E, /I = arg z. Then in (2.3), 
arg(t/z) = 0, so for u > 0, 11 + ut/2zl > 1. By diagonalizing, 
If p > v - l/2 then (1 + ut/2z)‘pp- ‘I2 is bounded, so 
1 dt, (2.6) 
where 6, is a suitably bounded function of all arguments. The expansion 
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(2.6) can be differentiated in z, and also in s, in view of Lemma 2.2 below 
on differentiating exponentials. 
For general v, we use Lemma 1.1 to split K, into a part with v > - l/2 
and a part with v < l/2; since K, = K-,, the previous argument covers both 
parts. 
For I,, v > - l/2, we use a similar integral [W, pp. 74, 771: for IfiI < 7r/2 
and -n/2 < arg z < rrf2 
Z,(z) = ep niv/2Jy(zed2) 
1 z-e- 
2 
ni”‘2[H~)(iz) + H’,2’(iz)] 
= rFvT:;2) (2niz)-l12 
[ s 
Cve’P 
x ep:-niv/2pni/4 e-“u”~l/2(1+U/2Z)~~1/2dU 
0 
co&P 
+e 
z + niv/2 + xi/4 
s 
e -Uuy ~ l/2( 1 - 4zz)” - l/2 du 1 . (2.7) 0 
In the last integral, we take 18 - arg z( > 1. For v < - l/2, we use the recur- 
sion (2.4a). 
(d) Assume first that v > -l/2 and apply (2Sa) to express the 
z-derivatives. Each term in the resulting formula is an integral of type (2.2), 
and these integrals can be differentiated with respect o s using Lemma 2.2 
below. In the general case, apply (2.4a) to reduce to v > - l/2. 
(e) We prove the estimate for k =O, then extend it using (2.5b). 
From (2.3) with /I = 0 we obtain 
K,(Z) = K”‘~(v + 1/2)-22-“z~‘e-‘J‘r: e-‘tY-1’2(f+2z)v-1~2 dt. 
Let us assume first that v satisfies ti < v(s) 6 a for some ti > 0. Then differen- 
tiate the integral using Lemma 2.2. Observing that t < It + 221 < dm) 
the desired estimate follows easily, with a constant depending on cf. 
Consider next the case when -a < v(s) < a with a < 1. For IzI 6 l/2 with 
larg zI < 7c/2 we then integrate (2Sb) along the ray from z to z/2 IzI. Since 
1 -a < v + 1 <a + 1 we can differentiate the integral with respect to s and 
apply the estimate of the previous case to reach the conclusion of the 
lemma. 
Finally, we consider -a < v(s) < a with a > l/2. Using Lemma 1.1 we 
can split K, into three parts, one with --a < v < -ti < 0, one with 
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0 <ti< v <a, and one with -l/2< v < l/2. The last part we have just 
considered; the other two parts are covered by our first case, since 
K_,,=K,,. 1 
The derivatives of exponentials above are estimated by: 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf a Q v(s) < h, then for /arg zI < 742 
lla:z”II < C,(lzl”+ l-4”) Ilog’“’ 4 
with C, depending only on the derivatives 8:~ for /I < CI. 
Prooj Let U(S, t) = erv’ogz, where v= v(s). Then u,= (v log z)u and 
U(S, 0) = Z. Denoting by U, the gradient of u with respect o s, we find 
atus = (v, i0g z)u + tv i0g z)24,, u,(s, 0) = 0. 
Hence 
u,(s, 1) = f e” - “““‘gzvs log ze’““‘@ dt. 
This gives the desired estimate for a,z” = u,(s, 1); the higher derivatives are 
estimated by induction, differentiating the above integral. 1 
Now the operators with kernel defined by 
k(x, Y) = ~Y)“*W~K(Y~, X<Y, 
WY, x) = 0, Y), 
(2.8) 
are estimated using Lemma 2.1 and “Schur’s Test” (cf. [HS, p. 221). 
If Kf(x) = J k(x, y)f(y) dy, and w(x) > 0, then 
IIKlIt2< supI II& ~111 w-‘(,+y 
x 1 
O(Y) IIW, Y)II ~-‘@I dx 1 . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let I be a positive continuous function on R, with 
4x)= 1-log x, 0 <x < l/2, 1 9 x2 1. 
Suppose that k is a matrix kernel with k(x, y) = 0, y < x, and for x <y 
llk(x, y)II d C(xz)’ ( YZ)~ (1 + XZ)~ (1 + yz)6Z’(xz)Z”( yz)ezx-zY (2.9) 
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with 
a> -l/2, a+p> -1, a+/?+y+b<O. (2.10) 
Then k defines a bounded operator K on L2, with 
II KII < C’(a, B, y, 4 Cz-’ [C as in (2.9)]. 
Proof: Use Schur’s Test with weight w(x)= (xz))” I-‘(xz). Then 
changing variables xz to x, yz to y, dy to z-l dy, gives 
~~(~)~~~k(x,~)~~~-~(y)d~~C~~y~+~l~+~(y)(l+~)~(l+y)~e~~~dy. 
x 
This integral is bounded as x + O+, and as x + + co it is 
O(X’+~+~+~)= O(l), by (2.10) since l(y) = 1 for y> 1. For the integral 
with respect o x, 
ZMY) j” IlO> ~111 w-‘(x) dx 
s 
Y 
6 ~~~Z~~(x)y~~~Z~~~(y)(l +x)? (1 +y)“e”-Y dx 
0 
is like Cy fi+a+lZj+m(y)+O as y-+0+, since a+b> -1. As y-t +co, the 
integral is dominated by 
x2Y2j(x)(1 +x)? dx+y2*+? 
s 
Y 
e’-Y dx 
YP 1 
= qy=+~+y+‘p= O(1). 1 
Remark. A precise accounting shows that for a, B, y, 6 in any bounded 
subset of (2.10), 
where C depends on the subset. 
3. REMAINDER ESTIMATES 
We now introduce a model operator, 6, acting in L2(Iw + x [Wk, H) for 
some Hilbert space H and coinciding with A in the introduction near 
(O,O)ER+ xRk. More specifically, we assume that with a, := a/L%, 
ai:=a/asi, l~i~k, 
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ii = t A,(r, s)i?,d, + i Bi(r, s)(A(O) + 1)‘/‘8, 
i,j=O i=o 
+ r ~- 2C(r, s)(A(O) + 1 ), (3.1) 
where A(s) is an operator family satifying (0.9)-(0.12), A, = A;, B,, C are 
smooth functions in R, x Rk with values in Y(H), uniformly bounded 
together with their derivatives, and A,(O, S) = -aU(s)Z such that 
a,(s) = - 1, aoj(s) = 0 for 1 <j< k, and 
A, := - 1 aiu,(s)aj 
i,j= 1 
(3.2) 
is uniformly elliptic on R“. Assuming also C(0, s) = A(s)(A(O) + l))‘, we 
may write 
where 
d=: -af+A,+v2A(s)+R, (3.3) 
R = &Jr, s)rai + c A,(r, s)ra,a, 
j=l 
+ i A&, s)ra$, + i Bi(r, s)(A(O) + i pai 
r,j= 1 t=O 
+ rp’C(r, s)(A(O) + 1); (3.4) 
the operator functions A,, Bi, C have again values in z(H) and are 
smooth and uniformly bounded on R, x Rk together with their derivatives. 
Finally, we assume that 2 is symmetric and bounded below as an operator 
in X := L2(R + x I@, H) with domain P((0, co) x lRk, H,), H, := 9(A(O)). 
The “ansatz” for the resolvent is a @do with operator symbol, 
~o#(s) := (2x)-k 1 f+u>( -8: + c2A(s) +2-‘G(b) da (3.5) 
h 
with z2 = I + [al: and 1~15 the principal symbol of A,. Denote the symbol 
of go by 
Go:=(-af+r-2A(~)+~2)-1, (3.6) 
the resolvent of the Friedrichs extension. We estimate the norm of So on 
L2( R, x Rk) @ H by the Calderbn-Vaillancourt Theorem [CV], which 
states that 
(3.7) 
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According to Lemma 1.1 we have A(s) = U(s)*A(s) U(s) where U is a 
smooth family of unitary operators and A”(s) = A” <(s) + 2, (s), with both 
the low eigenvalue and the large eigenvalue part acting on a fixed Hilbert 
space. For the estimates (3.7) we can hence assume that A(s) = A”(s), since 
all derivatives of U(s) are uniformly bounded in [Wk. Thus Go is the direct 
sum of G, with kernel 
and 
G,(r, ?) = (r~)l’ZZy(rz)Kv(Fz), r < ?, 
G,(f, r) = G<(r, 3, 
(3.8) 
G, =(-d;+r-*A>(s)+z*)--l, 
It follows from [BS2, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 6.11 that the domain of the 
Friedrichs extension of -8; + r-*A,(S) is independent of s E aBk. Since 
z*= lal~+IZ, we have 
d,G> = -G>(r-*~,A>)G> -2G3, loif; (3.9a) 
the product (r-*a,A,)G, is justified by [BS2, Lemma 3.21, since 
a,A,(A(O) + 1)-l is bounded. Observing that 
a,G, = 4% a, Ial:, (3.9b) 
that same lemma applies to higher derivatives, and gives 
iw9, II L+R+,H) G cm, I4 -2-‘s’. (3.10) 
For G, we use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. By the Splitting Lemma we may 
assume that v is a direct sum, v(s) = ei vi(s), such that 0 < ai< vi(s) < 
bi < ai + 2. From Lemma 2.1, in each such interval, 
IlZ,(rz)ll < C(rz)” (1 + rz)-n-1/2erz, 
IIKY(rZ)(I < C(Ezpb (1 + rZ)b-1’2e-iZ, 
so the kernel in (3.8) satisfies 
IIG<(r, ?)I] <C(rF)“’ (rz)” (ET-~ (1 +rz)-L2-1/2 (1 +j;Z)b-1/2e-Z(i-r), 
r c F. 
Replace (rf) I’* by z-‘(rzFz)“* and apply Lemma 2.3 to find )( G < II< CZ-~. 
Similarly, using Lemma 2.1 and (3.9), we get 
llama% 11 GC,~~-*-I~I. *(I < (3.11) 
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Thus from (3.7) and (3.10), recalling z2 = Icrlf + 1, 
Il~‘ll d ci ‘. (3.12) 
Next, we estimate the remainder 9 in 
(d+II)cqo=Z-.@, (3.13) 
and make sense of the Neumann series ~59~ Cc 9”. As in the simpler case of 
[BS2], 9 itself need not be bounded on L’. But if we define 
o(r) = rq1 + r))“2, Sz = multiplication by w, (3.14) 
then we can prove that %,,QP’, Q.9, and CC&X’ are bounded; and the 
norm of 52WO -’ can be made small so that 
go + go i-r’ f (nBQ-‘)‘52g (3.15) 
j=O 
converges, giving the resolvent of 2. For technical reasons, we also need to 
estimate the commutators of 92 with powers of (1 + Y). 
The terms in the remainder 9%’ arise from two sources: the difference 
between d” and the normal operator -8; + AZ+ re2A(s) [the terms in 
(3.4) above], and the remainder from the r/do approximation to 
(-a; + A, + r-‘A(s) + A)-‘. The latter terms are small when A is large. 
The former are made small by further modifying the coefficients outside a 
small neighborhood of (0, 0), i.e., by multiplying W by a cut-off function in 
the r-variable. The most delicate is the term 0(r)af ‘CC&, a $do on I@ with 
operator symbol. 
O(r)a;G,. (3.16) 
We multiply this by a function cpo(ar), where cpo(r) = 1 near 0, 0 < ‘p. < 1, 
and qo(r)zO for r 2 1. Then (P~Q 1 and mcp,(crr)< 1, so 
cpo(tw) 6 2( 1 + ar)-‘. (3.17) 
Denote by R the operator “multiplication by r.” 
LEMMA 3.1. When a and z are sufficiently large then the operator symbol 
(l+crR)-‘RQ(l+R)J~,B~~~fG,(l+R)--’Q-’, JER B,YEq, 
(3.18) 
has small norm in L2( [w + , H). 
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Proof. Split G,, = G < 0 G, by splitting A” as in Section 2. For G, , 
[BS2, (~SC)] gives 
11(1 +aR)-‘RSZ(1 +R)‘a;G>(l +R)~JS2-11),*(,+,,,dCsupr(l +arr)-’ 
G c/c4 (3.19) 
which is small when CI is large. The s-derivatives add factors 
Q(1 +R)JR-2(&l/&i)G,(1 +R)--‘Q-l 
and these are bounded, by [BS2, (3Sa)]. The a-derivatives bring extra 
factors of Q(1 + R)-‘a, 1~1: G,(l + R)-JQ-l in view of (3.6); by [BS2, 
(3Sd)] these factors are O(z-I). 
For G,, af[(r?)“*Z,(rz)K,(Yz)] gives three terms, the worst of which is 
rp3’2F1/2(rz)2Z{Ky, r < F. (3.20) 
(The other terms are similar for fixed z, but this one has the worst growth 
as rz+ 00.) By splitting as after (3.10), we can assume a< v<b with 
06 a < b < a + 1. Combining Lemma 2.1(c), (d), (e), we can dominate 
(3.20) by 
r-3/*(rz)a (1 +rz)3i*-afw(fz)-b (1 +~~)b-l/*~(~~)~-z(i-r), 
Taking into account the factor rcp(ar) and the conjugation with w(r) and 
(1 + r)J in (3.18), we have a kernel dominated, for r < f, by 
l+r c-1 
J- l/2 
1+r 
(1 +ar)-’ (rz)a(1+rz)3i2~a(TZ)~b 
x (1 + Fz)~- 1/2f(~z)e-Z(r-r). (3.21) 
When .Z& l/2, the leading term in (3.21) is < 1; thus assume .Z< l/2. Then 
that leading term is 6 (( 1 + rz)/( 1 + Tz))- ‘I*, for z 2 1. Moreover, if z B CI, 
(1 +cupl=$-g<&=&. 
Hence for z 2 a > 1 and r < ?, our kernel is dominated by 
(~/a)(1 + r.z)J-a (1 + ?z)~-’ (r.z)= (~z)-bZ(?z)eP”‘-‘). 
By Lemma 2.3, the norm of the corresponding operator is 0(1/a), hence 
arbitrarily small for large c( and z > ~1. Similarly, for r > r, the worst term 
in the kernel estimate is 
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Ilr(l +ar)-‘r 3’2T’i2(rz)2K~(rz)Zv(Fz)II 
<Cr(l +crr)-lr 3/2+2(yz) --h ( 1 + rz)b + 312 
x ,(yz)(fz)” (1 + Fz) -(I- ‘i2&- r= 
d C(z/cr)(vz) (1/2)-h (1 + rZ)h+ I,‘2 
x~(rz)(fz)u+‘/2 (1 +fcz)-u- We--(i--r) 
when z 3 a. Conjugate with o(r) and (1 + r)-’ as before, and find again that 
the norm is 0(1/a). 
The derivatives with respect o s and c are similarly estimated, as in the 
proof of (3.12). 1 
A similar analysis applies to all the remainder terms listed in (3.4). In 
addition to Lemma 3.1 we need the following symbol estimates. 
LEMMA 3.2. When a and z are sufficiently large then the operator symbol 
(1 +aR)-‘R-‘(A(O)+ l)(l +R)‘Qd,BdjjG,Q-‘(1 +R)--‘, 
JE& B,YE~~,, 
has small norm in L’(R+ , H). 
Proof: For G, , the essential point is [BS2, (3.5a)] which gives 
[/(A(s) + l)RpZtJG> KJIJ < C. 
Using (1 +R)‘<C(l+R’) if j>O and (~+c&-‘R-~Q~-‘R-~ we 
obtain for 53 l/2 
[I(1 +crR)-‘R-l(&)+ l)(l +R)J~1’2R1’2G>R-1’2(1 +R)“‘-=‘/I 
d Ccl-‘[lI(A(s)+ 1)R-2+1/2G,R-1/2~~ + II(A(s)+ 1)R-2+-‘G,R-JI(] 
< ca-‘. (3.22) 
If J< l/2, we argue similarly, estimating (1 + R)‘j2 pJ. By (O.lO), 
(A(O) + l)(A(s)+ l)-’ is a smooth family of bounded operators; this 
completes the proof for G, . 
For G <, denote by P,(S) the projection onto the low eigenspaces. Then 
(NO)+ l)P<(s)=(A(O)+ l)(A(s)+ 1)-l (A(s)+ l)P<(S) 
is a smooth bounded family so we can ignore the factor A(0) + 1 in this 
case. Then the proof of (3.22) for G, follows as the corresponding part of 
Lemma 3.1. The s and c derivatives are also handled as before. 1 
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LEMMA 3.3. The operator symbol 
~‘(1 +R)JS2dB8YG,Q-1(1 +R))J, s n JEIR, /kz:, 
is uniformly bounded in norm on L*( [w + , H). 
Proof. For G, , we now use CBS5 (3Sd)] to obtain 
z*11(1 +R)-‘QG>QP’(l +R)-JI( <C. 
For G,, we may assume that J< l/2 and a<v<b, O<a<b<a+l, as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1. For the kernel of z2(1 + R)JBG,O-l(l + R)-J 
we obtain the bound 
‘-“* (,.z)o+l(l +rz)--‘/* @-b (1 +~z)b-l/*ez(f-r) 
if z B 1. Thus the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3. Again, s and 0 
derivatives are dealt with as before. 1 
These estimates imply the desired smallness of the remainder term. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given any numbers j and k, the operator (3.1) can be 
modified outside a small neighborhood of (0,O) so that for the remainder 
a=z-d”q), 
2% conjugated with Q( 1 + R)’ (1 + IS12)k .1s arbitrarily small, for A sufficiently 
large. 
Proof. We can ignore the powers of (1 + (sl*); for 
s (1 + \s(2)ei<S-‘Su)H(s, a)(1 + \S12)-’ da 
= [(l +d,)ei(s~b)]e~i(S.u)H(l + lS12))’ do. 
Integrate by parts, and use (1 + ISI ‘) - ’ to balance the powers of S coming 
fro derivatives of e-‘(“2”). This reduces the estimate of the s-conjugations 
of 
Op(H) = I ei<S-S,u)H(s, a) do 
to estimates of Op(atH), hence to estimates of H and its derivatives in s 
and (T. 
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Now, as noted before Lemma 3.1, we multiply each of the remainder 
terms in (3.4), right and left, by the function qo(cw) and introduce the new 
operator 
%:= -af+A,+r~‘A(s)+cp,R~,, 
where q,(r) := ‘p,,(w). Since d” and -8; + A, + r “A are symmetric, so is 
R and hence so is d”. 
Since ‘pO z 1 for small r, this does not change d” in some neighborhood 
of r = 0. The new remainder is 
cp:R + qa[2rq&Aoollo + rcp:,Ci&,ai+ r2qir-‘A, 
+ rcpkr-‘B,(A(O) + 1)1’2]. 
Here rcpk and r2cpi have bounds independent of or, wile rp, and cpz are 
< 2( 1 + ar) ~ ‘; so Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 show that the terms arising from the 
difference between d” and the normal operator - 8; + A, + rP2A(s) can be 
made small. The other remainder terms arise from 
U- (-3: + A, + rP2A(s) + J)(~TT)-~ s ei<S~u)G,ti(o) da. 
These involve operator symbols ax,as,G, and aia,Go; their norms are small 
when A is large, by Lemma 3.3, since z2 = [al% + A. 1 
4. TRACE CLASS PROPERTIES 
If A(0) is a nonsingular elliptic operator of second order on a compact 
manifold N, A(0)m has a trace class resolvent if 2m > dim N; thus 
(A(0) + 1))’ is of Schatten class C, for p > f dim N. This fact is incor- 
porated in (0.12). We will show that (A +A))’ is of class C, for 
2q > 2p + k + 1, hence (A + A) Pm is trace class if 2m > dim M, precisely the 
same relation as for a nonsingular problem (see Remark below). 
The proof uses “test operators” adapted to the singularities of the 
problem. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that cp is C” and 
i 
r-‘, O<r<l, 
v(r)= >O, l<rd2, 
rP8, r > 2. 
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If j>2 and 3/2<cc <2, then the operator 
T:= -ar'p+a, 
with domain {u E L*(O, 00) ( Tu E L*} has an inverse T-’ of trace class, with 
trace norm jr rep(r) dr. 
Proof: Set Q(x) := j; q(x) dx. Then @EL’, @ 4 L2, and 
Tu=fou(x)=jm q(t)jrf(y)dydt-C,@(x)+C, 
x 0 (4.1) 
for constants C, and C,. Define 
Kf(x)=SZ(P(f)S’f(y)d~dt=:J’mk(x,Y)f(l’)dy, 
x 0 0 
where 
wx, Y) = 
1 
@(xh y < x, 
@(YL x < y. 
Then K = J*J, where J is the Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
Jf (x) = m [-‘f(y) dy. 
0 
Thus K is positive and trace class, and its trace norm is 
tr K= llJliis= jm xv(x) dx= jm D(x) dx 
0 0 
= 5 Oc k(x, x) dx. 0 
Moreover, if u E L* and Tu = f E L2 then u = Kf; for the constants C, and 
C2 in (4.1) must vanish if u E L2. Thus Tpl = K is trace class. 1 
On [WI, we use a variant of the test operator from the proof of 
Lemma 3.5 in [BS2]. 
LEMMA 4.2. There is a self-adjoint operator on L2( [w’ ), 
P= -a(s)a: + b(.ga, + C(S) 
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dth eigenvalues { j( j + 1) 10” , and as s + f cc 
a(s) - 7~~’ /s/, 
h(s)- -3n.s ISI, 
c(s) - -7z ISI. 
Proof: The Legendre operator 
P = - d,(7c2 - 4X2)a, 
on L2( - 7c/2, n/2) has eigenvalues {4j(j + l)};. The map Uf(x) = 
set xf(tan x) is unitary from L*(R’) to L2( -n/2, n/2); it follows directly 
that 
has the properties stated in the lemma. [ 
THEOREM 4.1. ZfA(O)~c,on H,p>l, thenforeachj,IER,I(EZ~, the 
operator 
9 := (1 +R)‘-3 (1 + IS12)‘-3’20p(d;G,)Q-’ (1 +R)-‘(1 + (S12)-’ 
is in the Schatteri class C, + (k + , ,,* in L2( IF! + x Rk) 0 H. 
Proof: Split 9 = 3, @g, by splitting A(s) as in Section 1. On the first 
term, use the test operator T of Lemma 4.1 with 2 < /I < 3, 3/2 < CI < 2. 
Writing T(l + R)-3 =: a,@ + a, 8, + a, we have a, bounded at infinity and 
a2(r) = O(r3j2), 
a,, a, = O(r’12), r -+ 0. 
We use again the Calderon-Vaillancourt Theorem to estimate the operator 
norms. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, o-derivatives are harmles. Hence by 
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, m< is bounded. (To apply (3.18), note that 
a*(r)/ro(r) is bounded.) So P,@< is bounded, where Pi is the differential 
operator of Lemma 4.2 acting in the variable s,. Hence 
is bounded. Moreover, (T + CT P,) - ’ is of class C, + k,2, acting on 
LZ(Rk x R,) 0 H,, where H, is the finite-dimensional subspace 
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associated with g<. For, the eigenvalues of T+ 1: J’j are {r + <Y, Y + 1) } 
with z in spec T and y in Z”, ; and 
if -q+k/2< -1. Thus 9, is of class Cr+k/2. 
For 9, we replace the test operator T by a “Legendre operator” 
P, = (1/4)i? on L’(R+ ), with P as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 of [BSZ], 
having eigenvalues j(j + 1). Then, as before, POg, is bounded, and so is 
(1 +A(O)+z,‘; P,)@,; and (1 +A(O)+Ct Pi)-’ is in Cp+(k+rj,2, since 
1 f CCj(j+l)+(y,y+l)+a+ll-” 
aespecA(0) j=O y 
<cc (a+ l))q+(k+1)‘2< cc 
cl 
if q = p + (k + 1)/2, as claimed. 1 
Remark. If A acts on a manifold M with a singular stratum C of dimen- 
sion k, then the conical cross-section N has dimension n = dim M-k - 1. 
The second order elliptic operator A(0) has resolvent (A(0) + 1))’ in C, 
for all p > n/2; Theorem 4.1 implies that (A + A) Pm is trace class for 
m =p + (k + 1)/2 if m > (n + k + 1)/2 = l/2 dim M; this is the same restric- 
tion as for nonsingular operators. 
Theorem 4.1 gives trace class estimates in L’(R+ x Rk) @ H. We pass 
from these to pointwise estimates on the kernel by a k-dimensional version 
of the Trace Lemma in [BS2, Appendix]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let H be a Hilbert space, and T a trace class operator on 
L2([Wk, H) such that all commutators [a,, T], [a,, [a,, T]], . . . of order <k 
are also trace class. Then has a continuous kernel such that 
Tf(s)=JRk T(s, S)f(F)df 
with 
II T(s, 9 II frff G 11 [a,, ...Y Cd,, Cd,, Tll -.llltr~q~+,~. 
Further, 
s Iwk II Th s)ll trH ds G II TII tr 
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tr T= tr,, T(s, s) cls 
Jai 
Proof When k = 1, this is the Trace Lemma in [BS2, p. 4251. The 
general case follows by induction. For, if all the commutators up to order 
k are trace class, then by the induction hypothesis [a,, r], acting on 
L2(RkP ‘, L2(lQ’, H)), has a continuous kernel with 
Moreover, T itself has a continuous kernel T(s,, . . . . sk ; S,, . . . . Sk) with 
values in trace class operators on I.‘( R’, H). One checks that the com- 
mutator of this kernel with i3, is precisely the kernel [a,, T](s2, . . . . s,; 
s2, . . . . Sk) above. Hence, the present lemma follows with one more applica- 
tion of the case k = 1. 1 
5. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
Consider again the abstract second order elliptic operator (3.1), 
d= -df+d,+rp2A(s)+R, (5.1) 
where A, is uniformly elliptic in [W’, A satisfies the assumptions (0.9)-(0.12) 
and R is given in (3.4), with uniform norm estimates in R + x [Wk. Outside 
some small neighborhood of (0,O) we have modified the coefficients of d” 
in such a way that we have remainder estimates uitable for the following 
arguments. We can assume that 2 is symmetric and bounded from below 
in 2 := L2(R+ x Rk, H) with domain C,“((O, co) x Rk, H). Hence the 
Friedrichs extension exists; we will denote it, too, by d”, with domain g(d”). 
In (3.5) we introduced the operator %,,(A) in L2( R, x Rk, H) as our first 
approximation to the resolvent (d + A) ~ ‘. From Theorem 3.1 we have 
(Ll+I)90(,(l)=z-w(1) 
with 
pG?;zwa-‘II < 1, A>&, 
and ‘ZQ2 ~ ’ bounded (see the proof of (5.8) below). Hence 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
s(n) := ~oQ-’ 1 (Qaa-‘)‘Q (5.4) 
j>O 
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is well defined; we are going to show that in fact 
s(n)=(d+A)-1. (5.5) 
We have from (3.1) 
ii= i A,a,aj+ i B,(A(O) + 1)“2ai+ r-%$4(0) + 1 (5.6) 
i,j=O ,=O 
with coefficients A,= A,:, Bi, C which are smooth functions in R, x Rk 
with values in 9(H), A,(O, S) = -qJs)Z, and uniformly bounded in 
R, x Rk together with their derivatives. Consider the space 
~~(a):={.~~l(~u~~ifl~i~k,d”u~~,and 
Ilu(r LZcRk,Nj = O(r”2) as r + 0). (5.7) 
Here 2 is applied in the sense of distributions. Note that G&(d”) c
H’((0, co), t’( Rk, H)) c C((0, co), L2(Rk, H)), by elliptic regularity (cf., 
e.g., [BS2, Theorem 2.1 I), which makes the last condition in (5.7) 
meaningful. 
LEMMA 5.1. 9r(a) c 9(J). 
Proof. We extend the argument in [BS2, Theorem 6.11 to this case. 
With cp, x, tj, as defined there we put 
5Jr, s) := cp(14/n)cp(r/n)lC/n0, 
3,,:=$,-$m, n,mZ2. 
Then km is uniformly bounded and converges to 0 pointwise. Also, 
$,UE 9(d”) for UE 9r(d”), by interior regularity and mollification. It is, 
therefore, enough to show that 
lim ReC@$,,,,u, $,, u) - tS,m d”% 5,&,1= 03 UE9~(&. “,m-02 
To see this we use (5.6). For the terms coming from A,l$ we write 
t+V = ai,Qjar = a,$, and obtain 
(Aoo@:mu + @m~‘)9 itm~) 
= W?Lu’> &ikmA - (km ~9 Aodll/lmu + knu’) + 4&,4 
- t$Lu’, &,$nrn~)> 
hence 
Re(Aoo(&Lu + @LO, $,,u) = -Wk,,u, A,$L,,u+ Ab,$,,u). 
580/95/2-4 
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So this term is bounded by C( II$h, u /I’+ II$nm~II’). All other term have 
similar bounds. Hence it is enough to show that I~$L,uII + 0, n, m + 3~. 
But for m 3 n (5.7) gives 
and the assertion follows as in [BS2, Theorem 6.11. 
LEMMA 5.2. g(A) maps A? into S$(d”), for large A. 
Proox By construction, for f E 9, &f E X’, as a distribution. In view of 
(5.4) and (5.7) it is hence enough to prove that 
a,?&?,sz ~ ’ is bounded for 16 i d k (5.8) 
and 
(5.9) 
For the proof of (5.8) we write ?$ = goib, + @Job,, splitting 2 as in Section 2. 
Estimating again by the Calderbn-Vaillancourt Theorem we obtain the 
boundedness of ai$!jb,QP1 as in Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, whereas 
ai%, 0-l is estimated using (3.9a), (3.9b), [BS2, Lemma 3.21, and the 
inequality o(x) ~’ < C( 1 + l/x’). 
For (5.9), we split once more. Let U= ?jO,sZP’f, and h(r) := rp1/2u(r). 
The argument for (3.10) gives similar bounds for R - ‘/*G, Q ~ ’ and 
d,R-‘/*G, Sz-’ (with 1 ess decay as z + co). Hence h and h’ := d,h are in 
L2(R+ x lRk, H). By standard regularity, h( 1) E L2(Rk, H), so Ilh(r)il = 
II/z(l) +j; K/l Q C, proving (5.9) for Y$, 
LEMMA 5.3. II~~<a-‘f(r)llL2(RL,H~O(r”2). 
Prooj We can assume that v is scalar, since all estimates are made with 
a fixed s. 
First we prove that if a < 6, z > 0, then 
%lJaz)K(bz) 6 Cjz-jZ,(az/2)K,(bz/2). (5.10) 
For by CMOS, p. 981, 
Z,(az)K,(bz) = f 10m t - 1e-22~e-(~2+b2)/4~~~(ab/2f) dt. 
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Since aje-“‘= z-jPj(z2t)e-z2t with a polynomial Pi, we find 
d~Z~(az)K,(bz)= (22/)-l Jbm t~1Pj(z2t)e-Z2’e~(a2+b2)‘4rZy(ab/2t) df. 
Since Pj(z2t)ePz2’ d CjeFzzri4 and I, 2 0 on R,, (5.10) follows. 
Next we show, again for a 6 b, that for 0 < 6 < l/2 
II IWt Zv(az)K,(bz)ei(“-F~u> do 
dC,min(Is-SlsPk (b-a)-*6, lS--l~k-‘),-(b~~)/4z(b), 
To start, we have for a < b, and for any multiindex ~1, 
(s- 5)’ jRk Z,(az)K,(bz)e’<“~“,“> do 
= e ““-“,“>(ia,)aZ,(az)K,(bz) do. 
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(511a) 
Since z’=A+ [a(:, jatz\ dC Izll-IsI. Then by (5.10) and Lemma2.1 
Itian)” UazK(bz)l 
< C JzI --la’ Z Y (az/2)K (bz/2) 
< C IzI pk4 e- ‘bp”“~2;(bz)(az)’ (bz)-’ (1 +a~)-“-~‘~ (1 +bz)“-“* 
< C Iz( --Ial --E Ib-al --E /(b)e-‘b-“‘/4 
for any ~20, since e-(b-a”‘4<C lb-alp”z-’ and z> 1. With ICI( =k+ 1 
and E = 0 this gives 
II 
Z,(az)K,(bz)e’<“-“b> daI<CIs-s(pk-1Z(b)e-‘b-““4. (5.11b) 
c# 
With Ial =k and ~=8 it gives 
(b-a)’ Js-Slk )I Z,(uz)K,(bz)ei(S-S’IT> doi < Cl(b)e-‘b-““4. 
With Ial =k- 1 and E= 1 +6 it gives 
(b-a)‘+’ Is-ilk-’ ~~~Z,(az)K,(bz)e”‘~‘“‘do~ <CZ(b)e-‘b-““4. 
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Add the previous two inequalities, use x + 1 3 x6 for x > 0, 0 < 6 < 1, with 
.Y = (h - a)/ls - Sl, and find 
(b-u)26 Is-Slk- ” jRk Z,.(uz)K,,(bz)e”’ -.L~) da< Cl(h)e +a’,4. 
This, with (5.11b), proves (5.11a). 
Now, to prove Lemma 5.3, we have 
x (1 + F)“‘f(r;, a)e’<s,a> dfda 
-. -. ss rp1/2Go<(r, F; 3, S; z)i- “2( 1 + ?) “’ f( ?, S) dJ dS, Wk R, 
where 
Go<(r, Y; s, S; z) = (27~~~ JRk e’<S-“,u>r”2Z,,(rz)K,(~z)r’/2 da, r < 7. 
BY (5.11), 
r~1’2~o,(r,r;s,S;z)r-“2 (1 +,-)‘I2 
~Ce-l’~‘l/4min(Is--SJS-k (r-fl-26, Is-jl-k-l) 
x I(max(r, Y))( 1 + F)lj2. 
By Schur’s test, for r < 1, 
+jme --lr--T1’4 Ir -F[ -26 I(F)(l + F)‘j2 Ilf(F)llLZCRk,Hj ff?
r 1 
-F’2r-4aZ(r)2 (1 + F) dr= 
The lemma is proved. 1 
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THEOREM 5.1. 3 is the resoluent of the Friedrichs extension, and 
52qd”) =9(J). 
Proof It follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 that we have the operator 
equality 
(a+n)qi)=I. 
Since the Friedrichs extension is self-adjoint, Y must be the resolvent. 
Thus, 9(d”)=imCC?(l)e9,(a) so by Lemma5.1, gi(d”)=g(d”). 1 
Finally, we need the scaling properties of ‘9 and its kernel. We are going 
to use “scaling to a base point” in R + x Rk; for fixed s0 E lQk we consider 
the maps 
(r, ~1 t+ (tr, so + 6 -So)), t >o. (5.12) 
It will be clear that the estimates we are going to obtain are uniform in so, 
so, for simplicity of notation, we take so = 0. With (5.15) we associate the 
unitary transformation 
U, f(r, s) := t (k + ‘)“f( tr, ts) (5.13) 
and the scaled operators 
2, := t2U, m: 
= i A,(tr, ts)a,a,+ t i Bi(tr, ts)(A(O) + l)“‘a, 
i,j=O i=O 
+ re2C(tr, ts)(A(O) + 1) 
=: -8; + A,,, + r-‘A(ts) + tR,, 
~t:=(d,+A)-‘. 
(5.14) 
By construction, d, is self-adjoint and equals the Friedrichs extension of 
the differential expression in (5.14). By Lemma 5.2, 
qa,, = U,&i) = (24 E 29 1 a; uE~forl~i~k,a,uE~,and 
Ilu(r L2tRk,H) = 0(r1j2) as r + O}. 
Hence Yr is constructed in the same way as 9 = %1. We only have to replace 
Go by 
G 0. f :=(-~Yf+r-~A(ts)+A+ [~7(f,~)-~, (5.15) 
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where I 0 I f. f is the principal symbol of 
k 
A,,, := c a,j(ts)a,a, (5.16) 
,,,= I 
(such that Go,, is the resolvent of the Friedrichs extension of the scaled 
normal operator), and R by tR,, where R, is given by (5.14). It is clear 
from this description that all estimates we have obtained so far are valid 
uniformly for r E [0, 11. We turn to the trace class properties of 3,. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let ~IEC;([W+ XI@). Then for m>p+(k+ 1)/2, cpYy(/1) 
is in the trace class C,(2) with uniform trace norm estimates for t E [0, 11, 
12 1. Moreover, 3’: has a continuous kernel 
qys, s; A) E C,(L2(1w+, H)) (5.17) 
which has in turn a kernel 
Yy(r, F; s, S; /I) E C,(H) (5.18) 
such that 
cp(r, s) tr, 29y(r, r; s, s; 2) dr ds. (5.19) 
Proof: We want to use Theorem 4.1 and the Trace Lemma 4.3. We 
introduce the following notation: let AE Y(X) and let I= (iI, . . . . il)EZ: 
be a multiindex of length 1> 0. We define the multiple commutators of A 
with the operators ai, 1 < i < k, by 
G$,[A] := A, 
c$I[A] := f@l.....h)[A] := [a,, @h-.;/)[A]]< 
Wewant toprove thatforJE[W, tE[O,l],q>p+(k+1)/2 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
ll(l+R)J-3 (l+ ISJ2)‘J~3)‘2+?1[~J(lfR)--J(1 +ISJ2)~5’2(lcy(~“)dCJ,,. 
(5.22) 
This will prove the lemma. For, commutators act as derivations on S?(2)), 
so we may write with Il/(r, s) := (1 + r)(l + 1~1~)~‘~ and certain numbers 
a, 2 ..., 1,) 
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now (Pan” is bounded, and by (5.22) and Theorem 4.1, cpU’[S’;l] is trace 
class with uniform trace norm estimate in t< 1. Then (5.17t(5.19) follow 
from Lemma 4.3 and the Trace Lemma in the appendix of [BS2]. 
For the proof of (5.22) we use the following estimates: for .ZE R, 
t E [0, l] and q >p + (k + 1)/2, and with $ the operator “multiplication 
by V 
(5.23) 
and, for the remainder .@r = I- (d”, + A)&,: 
)I Y-‘QV’(9JQ-1 Y--II x <D,,; (5.24) 
and, given Jo>0 we can assume that the model operator has been so 
constructed that 
D J.0 G 112 if IJI 6J, and A>& (5.25) 
For the proof of (5.23) we use the commutator elation 
Cd,, Op(G)l = OP g 
0 
and we obtain 
So (5.23) follows from Theorem 4.1. For the proof of (5.24) we recall that 
by (5.14), W, is a sum of $do’s, and the commutators only add s-derivatives 
of the symbols, by (5.26). Thus the remainder estimates in Theorem 3.1 do 
not change, and the result is uniform in t < 1. 
To prove (5.25) we cosider first the terms in Se, coming from tR,$,,. The 
modifying function cpO introduced in Lemma 3.1 is replaced by t&&r) 
whereas the remainder estimate is otherwise uniform in t < 1. Then the 
inequality (3.17) is replaced with 
tcpo(crtr) < 2t( 1 + cmp’ d 2( 1 + cu-’ 
so the proof of Lemma 3.1 carries through to show that all these terms can 
be made uniformly small if IJI <J,,, c1 is sufficiently large, and A. is large. 
The other terms in W, come from 
I- (-8: + A,,, + re2A(ts) + ~)~o,,(A) 
and are O(A ~ ’ ) uniformly in t < 1, just as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. This 
completes the proof of (5.25) and hence the proof of the lemma. i 
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Let d be the operator described in the introduction. The asymptotic 
expansion of (d + A) Pm near the singular stratum will be determined by the 
corresponding expansion of tr cpY(A), cp E C,“(R + x Rk). To derive it we 
will use the Singular Asymptotics Lemma (SAL) from [BSl ] as cited in 
[BS2]. Thus we write 
S(r, s; i) := trHV(r, r; s, s; i2/r2), (5.27a) 
dr, 0 := jRk cpd(r, s; 0 4 (5.27b) 
and we get from Theorem 5.1 
tr rp%“‘(J.) = JOm JRk cp(r, s)6(r, s; r ,,6) ds dr 
(5.28) 
We verify the integrability condition (1.5b) of the SAL in [BS2] by means 
of the scaling. If follows from (5.14) that 
gm(r, V; s, S; A) = t2m ~ k - ‘Yy(r/t, f/t; s/t, j/t; t’n) (5.29) 
and consequently 
c7(t,0;~)=t2m-k-l tr, gy( 1, LO, 0; i’). (5.30) 
Set @jr, s; [) = a!~? and @(r, [) = @a(r, [). The cited integrability condi- 
tion follows from: 
LEMMA 5.5. Given Jo > 0 we can choose A0 and u0 such that for 2 B &, 
CI 2 a, in Lemmas 3.1-3.8, 0 <j < Jo, 0 < t < 1, c?(j) exists, and 
I 
1 
u’ (u’j)(ut, u~;‘~)I du < C,. (5.31) 
0 
Proof From (5.27a) and (5.29) we have 
Zj(u, t) := u’fP’(ut, 0; uA~‘*) = d~(t2m-kp’ tr, gy(u, u; 0,O; Ao)), 
Now choose cp E C,“(lR+ x Rk) with cp(r, s) = 1 if r < 1, Is1 < 1. Then apply 
the Trace Lemma in CBS21 to get 
s ’ 0 
lZ,(u, t)l dud IIWt2m-k--6C’Y0, 0; J~o))lltrclw+,+ 
where the subscript denotes the trace norm for operators on L2( [w + , H). 
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Use Lemma 4.3 next to derive 
s 
l Jl,(u, t)l dud~~1’...~k)[aj(t2”~k-‘cpY~(~o))lIltr(~+ x[Wk,H). (5.32)
0 
We have to show that the right hand side of (5.32) is uniformly bounded 
if j d Jo, 0 < t < 1. For j = 0 this has been proved in Lemma 5.4. Following 
the pattern of that proof, we generalized (5.23) (5.24) to 
II ~~-3-‘~:‘~‘C%,,l~~‘~~Jll,*,.,, 6 c,, ,, (5.33) 
IIY~~‘~;2afC’[~~]Q-‘Y-“ll,~ Dj,J,,, (5.34) 
for any multiindex Z, JE IF!, j E Z + , t~[0, 11, and qLp+(k+1)/2. To 
prove (5.33) we have to show first that Op(aiG,,) is a smooth function of 
TV [0, 11. But using (5.15) we see that 
8tGo.t~ i SiaiG,t. (5.35) 
i= 1 
This proves differentiability and shows at the same time that the argument 
used to prove (5.23) still works except for a factor (1 + (s12)ii2 which is 
balanced by the additinal factor II/-j in (5.33). We can deal analogously 
with (5.34) if we observe that the terms in P& have the form Op(A,G,) 
where G, is an appropriate operator symbol of order <O satisfying (5.35), 
and A, = A”(@, ts) for some smooth function A with values in Y(H). There- 
fore, the proof of (5.34) must take into account powers of r and Is] which 
were not present in (5.24). These are again taken care of by II/-j. 
The above estimates use the scaling (5.12) with base point so = 0. They 
can be carried out equally well with any base point s,, and are uniform in 
so, so 
s II u’d”‘(ut, s; uA;‘*)I du < c,. 0 
Since the cp in (5.27b) is 0 for 1.~1 > 1, (5.31) follows by integration of this 
last inequality in s. 1 
We can now prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be the Friedrichs extension of a second order 
symmetric Laplace type operator as described in the introduction. If 
m > dim M/2 then (A + A)-“’ is trace class and there is an asymptotic expan- 
sion 
tr(A+,lp”-,,, EbdimM/2-“’ c ajl-jj2+ c b,AP1/*logA. 
j > 0 jZz2m-k 
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Proof We first obtain this expansion to arbitrarily high order for the 
model operator 2 with resolvent 9. We apply the SAL of [BSl] to the 
right hand side of (5.28). By Lemma 5.5, the assumption (1Sb) in [BS2] 
is satisfied. It only remains to verify (1.5a) in [BS2], that we have an 
asymptotic expansion 
(5.36) 
with smooth coefficients, cI E C”(R+ ). To see this we recall from the 
identifies (5.28) and (5.30) that 
4r, i) = JRk rp(r, $1 c.(r, s; 0 4 
(5.37) 
t?(r,0;[)=r2”pkp’ tr, %r( 1, 1; 0,O; 1’). 
It is therefore sufficient o prove an asymptotic expansion of the type (5.36) 
for the right hand side of (5.37), which is uniform in the base point of the 
scaling. We can also restrict attention to an arbitrairly small neighborhood 
of r = 0 by choosing the r-support of 9 sufficiently small. By (5.14) and the 
construction of the model operator d” in Section 3, 9r is the resolvent of a 
second order differential operator, d”,, acting on P(E), where E is the 
pullback of E to (0, co) x C x N. Moreover, for small r, d”, is elliptic in view 
of (5.14), so we obtain the desired expansion for trL2c,,,Ej F$( 1, 1; 0,O; c’) by 
standard elliptic theory. Obviously, this expansion is uniform in the base 
point. Thus we obtain an asymptotic expansion of qFP(;l) of the desired 
form: the term of highest order in the interior expansion is c;ldimM12 - m, and 
the contributions from [BS2, (1.6a) and (1.6c)] are of smaller order in 
view of the factor r2”-‘-‘. 
It remains to see that cp(d + 2) Pm has the same asymptotic expansion as 
@P(A). Let %?(A) be an interior parametrix for (d + n)m, and choose 
Ic/, $ E Cz((O, co) x Rk) with 3 = 1 on a neighborhood of supp *, while 
supp I,+ and supp $ are near r = 0, so that A and 2 agree in these supports. 
We have, with slight abuse of notation, 
where 
t,M~$(d” + A)“’ = 1@~“5(d + ;l)m =: Ic/ + Y, (5.38) 
for all N and a. Multiply (5.38) on the right by (A +A)-“‘x, where 
x E Cr( R x Rk) with supp x n supp $ = 0, to find 
$(A + A)-“‘x = --Y(A + lu-“x. 
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Hence 
IlWY~ +n)YXlltrG CNXN. (5.39) 
Now take cp as above and choose @ E C;(R + x Rk) with 3 = 1 near 
supp cp. Then, since derivatives of 4 vanish near the support of q, we 
obtain from (5.39) that 
Hence 
Itr cp((d +,I-“-LV(n))l< CNLPN. 
The theorem is proved. 1 
6. THE NATURE OF THE SINGULAR TERMS 
From (5.28) we get the contribution to tr(d + A)-” from a 
neighborhood of a given point s0 on C by using a cutoff function cp(r, s) 
supported near (0, s,,). To simplify notation we replace tY(r, s; 0 by 
c(r, s; 0 and have 
tr cp(d + 22))m = /Om jRk cp(r, s)a(r, s; rz) ds dr (6.1) 
with 
o(r, s; [) = tr, CP(r, r; s, s; c2/r2), (6.2) 
and H = L’(IV, E). We analyze 6 by scaling to a base point so as in (5.12); 
the result in (5.30) has s0 = 0, and in general, with (5.12), 
o(t,s,;z)=t*“-k-’ tr, %y( 1, 1; sO, s,; z2). (6.3) 
According to [BS2, (1.6)], taking a!cp(O, s) =0 for j= 1, 2, . . . . 
tr q(d +22)-m w ,Fo z-‘- ’ lam ; JRk 0, sb”‘(O, s; i) ds 4’ (6.4a) 
+ c Jrn JRk dr, sb,(r, s)(rzY ds dr 
r 0 
(6.4b) 
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where a”‘(v, s; [) = aLa(r, s; i), and 
is a given expansion obtained from (5.37) arising from the standard $do 
calculus away from the singular stratum, as in [Sl] or [S2]. Thus the 
integrands in (6.4b) are the usual ones; they may have singularities on the 
stratum C, and (6.4b) represents a regularization of improper integrals by 
analytic continuation. 
The functions cror in (6.5) are computed recursively from the symbol of A, 
so the coefficients in (6.4~) are recursively defined from that symbol. They 
are integrals of smooth densities defined on the singular stratum Z. 
The integrals in (6.4a) are defined by analytic continuation, and so the 
order of integration can be reversed; thus the coefficient of z --‘L ’ there is 
likewise the integgral of a smooth density defined on Z, which we now 
discuss in more detail. 
The coefficients in (6.4a) are recursively defined from the Taylor expan- 
sion in Y of a suitable operator symbol of .4 along the singular stratum C; 
the operators in question act on L’(N, E), so are “global on the cross- 
section” N of the cone with vertex at s. To verify this, consider the relation 
with %,, = Op(G,.,), 
9, = 3”,, + Y,%, (6.6) 
G,,=(-df+ lal~(,,+r~*A(s(t))+~*)~’ (6.7) 
and 
and 
s(t) = so + t(s - so) (6.8) 
gt= t r i A,(?r, s(t))d,d,+ i Bi(tr,s(t))Ad,+r-‘B(tr, s(t))A’ ?&, 
i, j=O /=O 1 
+tOp -20 i g,,(s(t)bia,Go--t i gi,(s(t)PdjGo , (6.9) 
i,j=l i, j = I > 
where 8, = a/&, A = (A(O) + 1 )‘I*, and A,, Bj, B are smooth families of 
bounded operators on L*(N, E). 
Since B. = 0, the derivatives of 3 at t = 0 are defined recursively by (6.6), 
and this allows the calculation of the terms 
~(~)(O,~;z)=~~(t*~~~~‘tr,Y~(l, l;s,s;z*))~,,, 
in (6.4a). 
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We illustrate the nature of these singular terms more concretely by 
describing the first two. In view of the factor z~“-~- i in (6.3) and the 
derivative in (6.4a), the first nonvanishing term in (6.4a) is 
Zk-2m tr,%;(l, 1; s, s; [2)<2)i2”-k-’ d[ ds 
=Zk-2m 
s do, S)Ck-2m(S) 4 Rk 
where 
can be evaluated using the Mellin transform of I, K,, cf. [BS2, (2.11)]. 
For the next term, with zk ~ “‘-I, we need tr CJ,Yy I, = 0, computed from 
(6.6). We take the base point s0 = 0 for simplicity, and find from (5.15) 
~,Go,,l,=o=~~,(~,Go)I,=,=: (s, G,). 
Set GO,=(--df+rP2A(0)+ lali+[‘)-‘. Then 
a,sr:I,=o=Op((s,G,))Op(G;lb-‘) 
+OP(G,)OP((S, G,>)OP(G;;~-~)+ .. . . (6.10) 
The factor of s can be moved to the left of each product using 
Op(Gsj) =SjOp(G)+ Op(-id,G). 
For the other terms of a,sy, we need the derivative at t = 0 of (6.9). This 
is 
r 2 A,(O, O)c?,a,+ 5 B,(O, O)Aa,+r-‘B(0, O)A2 Op(G,) 
i,j=O j=O 1 
-2 J-1 5 g,(O, 0) OP(OiajGo), 
i,j=l 
which we denote by .%i. Thus 8,s: 1 l=. is a sum of products of $do’s on 
Rk with symbols which are operators on L2( R + ) @ L2(N, E), with polyno- 
mial dependence on s as seen in (6.10). For such symbols the functional 
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calculus has no residual terms, so we obtain (in principle) an explicit 
formula for 
tr,d,?J~(l, l;O,O;i’)/,=,, 
and hence an explicit smooth function ck *,,- ,(s) giving the coefficient of 
z kP2m-’ in (6.4a) in the form 
Of course, to work out these coefficients in a given case is challenging. We 
intend to return to this question in a further publication. 
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